
Rent Russian Flat Adds Nine Cities to Ever
Expanding Portfolio

New holiday rental service develops offering from Minsk to Vladivostok

MOSCOW, RUSSIA, June 26, 2014 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Rent Russian Flat, a newly formed flat

rental service operating across Russia and its neighbours has added nine cities to its portfolio;

which now boasts 15 major cities.

Originally covering St. Petersburg, Moscow, Kazan, Sochi and Almaty, the company started off

with the aim of providing safe, high quality, low-cost flats while working towards becoming the

main online consolidator of budget apartments. 

The new cities in its portfolio include Minsk, Kiev, Irkutsk, Vladivostok, Krasnodar, Yekaterinburg,

Novosibirsk, Omsk, Ulan-Ude, and Khabarovsk with prices ranging from $55USD/1890RUB per

night; with apartments available to rent in convenient locations.  

Gleb Griboedov, the owner and Managing Director of Rent Russian Flat, says: "We can now cover

the map from Minsk to Vladivostok and vice versa to satisfy all travellers and specifically budget

travellers. We are an ideal option for those who would like to visit any of the cities that we offer;

especially the Trans-Siberian travellers who plan their own trips from Moscow to Vladivostok

with stopovers in the major cities of the Russian Federation". 

As part of their launch in April, the company offered introductory discounts giving visitors up to

15% off their purchases and free visa support where the terms are met, followed by their

traveller ambassador competition – where travel bloggers can have the opportunity of a lifetime

by winning a ten night stay across various cities in Russia – both of which are still available for

participation (see RRF Forum for more details). 

To find out more about Rent Russian Flat or any of their additional travel services, have a look at

their website, forum, Facebook page and Twitter account (/@rentrussianflat).
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